


INTRODUCTION

The concept of placing enormous solar power satellite (SPS) systems in space represents one of

a handful of new technological options that might provide large-scale, environmentally clean

base load power into terrestrial markets. In the US, the SPS concept was examined extensively

during the late 1970s by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration (NASA). More recently, the subject of space solar power (SSP) was

reexamined by NASA from 1995-1997 in the "fresh look" study, and during 1998 in an SSP

"concept definition study". As a result of these efforts, in 1999-2000, NASA undertook the

SSP Exploratory Research and Technology (SERT) program which pursued preliminary

strategic technology research and development to enable large, multi-megawatt SSP systems

and wireless power transmission (WPT) for government missions and commercial markets (in-

space and terrestrial). During 2001-2002, NASA has been pursuing an SSP Concept and

Technology Maturation (SCTM) program follow-on to the SERT, with special emphasis on

identifying new, high-leverage technologies that might advanced the feasibility of future SSP

systems. In addition, in 2001, the U.S. National Research Council (NRC) released a major

report providing the results of a peer review of NASA's SSP strategic research and technology

(R&T) road maps.

One of the key technologies needed to enable the future feasibility of SSP/SPS is that of

wireless power transmission. Advances in phased array antennas and rectennas have provided

the building blocks for a realizable WPT system. These key components include the dc-RF

converters in the transmitter, the retrodirective beam control system, and the receiving

rectenna. Each subject is briefly covered, and results from the SERT program that studied a 5.8

GHz SPS system are presented.

This paper presents a summary results from NASA's SSP efforts, along with a summary of the

status of microwave WPT technology development.

BACKGROUND

The concept of a large "solar power satellite" (SPS) that would be placed in geostationary Earth

orbit (GEO) to collect sunlight, use it to generate an electromagnetic beam and transmit the

energy to the Earth was invented in 1968 by a Czech-American, Dr. Peter Glaser of Arthur D.

Little. In the U.S., a major study of the SPS concept was conducted during 1976-1980 by the

DOE with the support of NASA [ I]. This effort was funded at a level of more than $55M in

FY2002 dollars and resulted in a wide range of useful research.

The DOE-NASA project in the 1970s is best remembered for the "i979 SPS Reference System".

The central feature of this concept was the creation of a large-scale power infrastructure in space,

consisting of about 60 SPS, each delivering 5 gigawatts (GW) of base load power to the U.S.

national grid (for a total delivered power of about 300 GW). However, connections to interim

applications of space solar power were tenuous and the space infrastructure requirements were

projected to be significant. The "cost-to-first-power" of the 1979 Reference System was

expected to be more than $300 billion (in FY 2002 dollars). As a result of the huge price tag,

lack of evolutionary approach, and the subsiding energy crisis in 1980-1981, essentially all U.S.
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SPSeffortswereterminated.In a 1980reportonSSP,theNRC recommendedthattheconcept
bere-assessedin aboutl0 years,subsequentto additionaltechnologydevelopmentand
maturation.

During the 1980s,technologydevelopmentin arangeof relevantareascontinued- particularly
in theareaof solarpowergenerationof broadapplicabilityin commercialandscientific
spacecraft.Alsoduringthe 1980sandearly 1990s,low level internationalinterestin theSPS
conceptemerged,includingwirelesspowertransmissionflight experimentsinJapanandother
activitiesin EuropeandCanada.In theU.S.,activitieswerelargelylimited to genericresearch
andto modestsystemsstudiesof potentialapplicationsof SSPtechnologyto spacescienceand
explorationmissions.

RECENT NASA EFFORTS

Fresh Look Study. In 1995, NASA undertook a reconsideration of the challenge of large-scale

SSP systems [2], [3]. This goal of this effort-the "Fresh Look Study"- was to determine whether

technology advances since the 1970s might enable new, viable SSP systems concepts. The Fresh

Look Study examined about 30 SSP concepts (emphasizing systems and architectures for GW-

class power in terrestrial markets). The general finding of this preliminary assessment was that

there did appear to be a number of promising SSP systems concepts - distinct from those of the

1970s - that were enabled by recent or projected advances in relevant technologies [4]. The

Fresh Look Study concluded that the prospects for power from space were more viable

technically than they had been at the end of the 1980s-although still exceptionally challenging

[51.

SSP Concept Definition Study. During 1998, NASA conducted the SSP Concept Definition

Study following the suggestion of the House Science Committee. This study was a focused I-

year effort that tested the results of the previous Fresh Look Study. The 1998 effort engaged a

wide range of technologists from outside the Agency as well as within. In addition, NASA

funded an independent economic and market analysis study, led by Dr. Molly Macauley of the

Washington D.C.-based non-profit, Resources For the Future. The 1998 SSP Concept Definition

Study found that SSP did appear more viable than in the past - results that largely validated the

findings of the "Fresh Look Study", while invalidating some of the specific systems/architecture

concepts that had emerged from the earlier effort. A principal product of the effort was the

definition of a family of strategic R&T road maps for the possible development of SSP

technologies.

SSP Exploratory Research and Technology Program. Beginning in spring, 1999, and continuing

through fall, 2000, NASA conducted the SSP SERT Program. This program, completed in
December, 2000, further defined new systems concepts (including space applications), better

defined the technical challenges involved in SSP, and initiated a wide range of competitively-

selected and in-house R&T activities to test the validity of SSP strategic research and technology

road maps [6].

The SERT Program, led by the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center involved technologists from

across the U.S. Participants included eight NASA Field Centers, as well as a number of external
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organizationsthroughadiversefamily of some31 individual,competitively-procuredprojects
createdasa resultof a 1999NASA ResearchAnnouncement.Fundedby NASA at a levelof
about$22M (approximately$15Min FY1999and$7M in FY2000),SERTProgramparticipants
includedlargeandsmallcompanies,otherAgenciesandlaboratories,universities,andseveral
internationalorganizations.TheSERTPrograminvolveda focusedportfolio of R&D
investments,guidedby systemsstudieswith themaximumdegreeof leveragingof existing
resourcesinsideandoutsideNASA; comprisedof 3 complementaryelements:

• Systems Studies and Analysis: Analysis of SSP systems and architecture concepts (including

space applications). Efforts include market/economic analyses to address the potential

economic viability of SSP concepts, as well as environmental issue assessments, for various

potential terrestrial and space markets.

• SSP Research & Technology: tightly focused exploratory research targeting "tall poles" and

rapid analysis to identify promising systems concepts and establish technical viability to

"first-order".

• SSP Technology Demonstrations: initial, small-scale demonstrations of key SSP

concepts/components using nearer-term technologies, with an emphasis on enabling multi-

purpose (space or terrestrial) applications of SSP and related systems/technologies

CURRENT U.S. SSP PROGRAMS

During 2001-2002, NASA is continuing to advance key concepts and technologies for future

space solar power applications. In particular, NASA, in Winter 2002 the U.S. National Science

Foundation (NSF) and the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) issued a joint broad area

announcement that is expected to yield a number of high-leverage, high-risk research studies

targeting some of the key challenges facing future SSP systems. The solicitation seeks proposals

for fundamental, high-risk research that has serious potential to have impact on the larger goals

of SSP. The solicitation emphasized projects that would have an impact in one of four key areas:

1. Radical improvements in WPT, with primary emphasis on solid-state device issues

central to solid-state transmission by microwaves;

2. More intelligent robotics, to allow assembly of SSP structures in space with minimal use

of humans in space;

3. Improved power management and distribution and control (PMAD), with a special

emphasis on reducing system mass; and,

4. Understanding of costs and opportunities, and how to optimize them, for the net impact

on the environment, health and safety, i.e., to the biosphere, the ionosphere, and to

sustainable growth around the world.

NASA is also continuing other activities in support of SSP, including the definition of potential

technology flight experiments and the refinement of new analytical modeling tools to enable

more effective studies of technology alternatives and resulting economics.

MICROWAVE POWER TRANSMISSION
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Duein partto researchprogramssuchasthosefundedbyNASA's SERTprogramandto
componentimprovementsresultingfrom thewirelessrevolution,thesystemcomponents
supportingmicrowaveWPT haveadvancedsignificantlyin thepast15years.ThreemajorWPT
conferencesheld in the90'shighlightedtheapplications,issuesandconcerns,environmental
assessments,andthetechnologyassociatedwith beamingpowerviamicrowavesaswell as
exposingtheinternationalinterest[7], [8], [9]. Thepurposeof thissectionis to statusthekey
microwavecomponentsin aWPTsystem:thetransmitter,beamcontrol,andthereceiving
rectifyingantenna(rectenna).Also,estimatesof theend-to-endpowertransferefficiencyfor a
solarpowersatelliteasdevelopedin theSERTprogramarediscussed.

Theability to accomplishthetaskof efficiently deliveringelectricalpowerwirelesslyis
dependentuponthecomponentefficienciesusedin thetransmittingandreceivingaperturesand
theability to focustheelectromagneticbeamonto thereceivingrectenna.MicrowaveWPT is
achievedby anun-modulated,continuous-wavesignalwith abandwidthof 1Hz. Thehistorical
frequencyof choicefor microwaveWPT hasbeen2.45GHzdueto its low costpower
components,locationin anIndustrial,Scientific,andMedical (ISM) band,andextremelylow
attenuationthroughtheatmosphere.Alternatively,thenexthigherISM bandcenteredat 5.8
GHz hasdrawnWPT interestfrom thereductionof transmittingandreceivingapertures.
However,thepenaltyfor increasingthebeamingfrequencyis higheratmosphericattenuationin
severethunderstorms.Thesolarpowersatelliteconfigurationsstudiedin theSERTprogramare
basedona 5.8GHz system.Otherfrequencieswherepowerbeamingdemonstrationshavebeen
performedinclude8.5GHz [ 10], 10GHz [ I 1], and35GHz [ !2]. At thetransmittingantenna,
microwavepowertubessuchasmagnetronsandklystronshavebeenextensivelystudiedasthe
primaryRFpowersources.Howeverat frequenciesbelow 10GHz,high-powersolid-state
deviceshavethepromiseasapossiblealternative.For beamsafetyandcontrol,retrodirective
arraysareappliedinWPT systemsdueto their inherentself-phasingcapability. Themobile
communicationindustrieshavealsoshowninterestin retrodirectivityto dynamicallyminimize
interferenceandmaximizeintendedsignalreception.Whereastransmittercomponentsand
retrodirectivephasedarrayantennashavedirectapplicationsin thecommunicationindustry,the
rectennais acomponentuniqueto WPTsystems.ConceivedbyBill Brown of theRaytheon
Companyin theearly 1960's[13], Browneventuallydevelopedrectennasat 2.45GHz with
conversionefficienciesgreaterthan90% [14]. Rectennaefficiencyrecordshavenow been
establishedatthehigherfrequenciesandcontinueto bebrokenin researchlabsacrosstheworld.
Thefollowing sectionsdescribethecomponentperformancesusedin transmitters,beamcontrol
systems,andrectennas.

Transmitters. The key transmitter requirement is its ability to efficiently convert dc power to RF

power and radiate the power in a controlled and low loss manner. The complexity of the

transmitter is dependent on the WPT application. Transmitters in small-scale WPT applications

could simply be a single high-power RF source feeding a mechanically steered reflecting

antenna. Large-scale WPT applications such as a SPS would require a phased array antenna to

distribute the RF power sources across the aperture and to electronically control the power beam.

The transmitter's efficiency not only drives the end-to-end efficiency but also the thermal

management system that is particularly difficult in space. Any heat generated from inefficiencies

in the dc-RF conversion or in the antenna feed system must be removed from the transmitter for
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long-life andreliableoperation.Althoughoperatingatelevatedtemperaturestakesadvantageof
the4thpowerrelationshipbetweenthequantityof heatradiatedperunit areato thetemperature,it
alsoreducesthelifetime of theRFdevicesandcontrolelectronics.An efficient andreliable
transmitterdesignis nota trivial matter,andmanytradesmustbeperformedto meetoverall
systemrequirements.In spacesystems,multipactor[15] andpassiveintermodulation[I 6]
concernsin highpowertransmittersareareasthatdeservecritical attention. Filteringof close-in
phasenoiseandsuppressionof harmonicswill be requiredin mostsystemsto meetregulatory
requirements.However,filter implementationinvolvesatradein their cost,mass,temperature
stabilityandin-bandinsertionlossto meetspecifiedrejectionrequirements.For all of these
reasons,thespecificmassfor a space-basedtransmitterrequiresan in-depthstudy.

In theSERTprogram,a5.8GHz,500m diameterphasedarraytransmitterwasselectedasthe
baselineaperturesizefor theGEO-basedSPS.Commonto the2.45GHz DOE/NASA Reference
Systemstudyin the late 1970's,a 10dB Gaussianamplitudetaperedbeamwasusedto
efficientlycouplethepowerfrom thetransmitterto theEarth-basedrectenna.Thetransmitter's
RFoutputpower is approximately2 GW to deliver 1.2GWeto theelectricgrid. Threedcto RF
powerconverterswereconsidered:klystron,magnetron,andsolid-stateamplifiers. Sincethese
RFconvertersarethedominantheat-generatingcomponentin thetransmitter,efficiencyand
masscomparisonsof thethreeapproachesweredeveloped.

Klystronandmagnetrondeviceswereextensivelystudiedin theReferenceSystemstudyfor a
2.45GHz powerbeam[17](Table 1). Althoughtheklystronoperatedat ahigherpowerlevel,
themagnetronwaspreferreddueto its efficiency,spectralpurity, andreliability.

Table 1.

Parameter

Amplifier Output Power
DC-RF Power Efficiency

Overall Efficiency
Carrier to Noise Ratio

Lifetime

2.45 GHz RF tube comparisons.

Klystron [18]
50 kW

74%
120 dB @ 10 kHz
135dB@ 1MHz

140dB@20MHz
160dB@ 100MHz

25 years*

Magnetron [19]
4.39 kW
87.5%
81.7 %

110dB @ 10kHz
137dB @ 1MHz

160dB@ 20MHz
196dB@ 50MHz

50 years [17]

* Projected

Much progress has been made in vacuum tubes since the Reference System as recently

highlighted in this magazine [20]. Efficiency, reliability, and output power continue to increase

at ever higher frequencies. Consistent with the Reference System trade, more powerful klystrons

were compared to a slightly more efficient magnetron in the SERT program.

In the 5.8 GHz, klystron transmitter, the output power of the most powerful tube located at the

array center is 26 kW whose operating voltage and current are 28 kV and I. 12 A, respectively

[21]. Although not validated by measured results, the high-efficiency 5.8 GHz klystron design is

based on previous built units that have efficiencies over 70%. This modified design uses a multi-
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cavityconfigurationwith oneof thecavitiestunedto the2ndharmonicandwith 5stagesof
depressedcollectors. Thetubebodyandsolenoidoperateat 300°Candthecollectorsoperateat
500°C. Preliminarydesignsimulationsrevealedtheoverallefficiency(i.e. combinedelectronic
andcircuit efficiencies)to beaconservative76%without thedepressedcollectors. Includingthe
collectorrecoveryto be50%,theoverallefficiencyis83%.Dueto the 10dB Gaussianamplitude
taper,theapproachtakenwith this transmitterdesignwasto placethe26kW klystronsin the
arraycenterandreducethetube'soutputpowerto 2.6kW at thearray'sedgein 10taperedsteps.
This transmitterconfigurationis verysimilar to theReferenceSystemdesignalbeitwith a
smallerpowermodulesof 1m2(Figure1).

Klystron Tubes = 8.17 kg/m 2

Klystron DC/DC Converters = 10.5 kg/m 2 I _ /_¢_¢e_C_C__k

SlottedWaveguide Antenna = 6 kg/m2 L .... / ......e _ Main structure r_I Thermal Radiators = 0.687 kg/m 2 / -
I Est. PMAD @ 1.0 kg/IdN = 15.0 kg/m 2 [/ _1

I TOTAL= 40.4 .kglm 2 _ // _ :!i. -::::!!!iii I

_/_

, i_7 i Subarray l
II ]

Transmit
antenna array

k lystron

I11
Power processing

Power module and distribution

Figure I. Klystron transmitter [2 i].

The second tube approach to the 5.8 GHz transmitter applies a phase-locked magnetron

directional amplifier (MDA) whose proposed output power and efficiency are 5 kW and 85.5%,

respectively [22]. The MDA operates at 6 kV and dissipates the waste heat at 350°C with a

pyrolytic graphite thermal radiator. The MDA is basically a phase injection locked magnetron

oscillator with an augmented magnetic bias coil on the permanent magnet for controlling the

output power and an output tuning slug for adjusting the frequency. Thus, the phase, amplitude

and frequency all could be independently varied. A detailed discussion of the MDA is given in

references [19] and [23]. Similar to the klystron transmitter, the MDA is married to a slotted

waveguide antenna whose subarray size is 4 m x 4 m (Figure 2).
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Total "Average" Mass Density ~ 32 kg/m _

Peak Mass Density = Transmitter @ 5.7 kg/m 2
Slotted Waveguide Antenna @ 6 kg/m 2
Absorptive & Reflective Filters @ 2 kg/m 2
HVDC Distribution Lines @ 0.263 kg/m 2
Total Peak Density = 14 kg/m 2

Edge Subarray Density = 7.7 kg/m 2
Estimate PMAD @ 1.5 kg/kW ~ 20 kg/m 2

5 kW RF out, 85.5% efficient Magnetron, -lkg,
6 kV, 1A & 70 W, 5s-Starting Filament & Off

,__... J 44 cm dia., 350°C Pyrolytic

_ Graphite Radiator Dumping 850W

-_1 -- MLI Blankets Two Central Devices Diplexed

/ Over 95°C for Retrodirective Pilot Beam
Receiver Function

Waveguide Phase-Reference, Electronic_ _ A

Circulator, Filters, ASIC- ___j1_'_-.j..._
MMIC, Buck-Boost Coil, Guide- .___..___

_ .___j Tuner and Power Distribution JJ _ .

Podion of 4m x 4m Central Subarray Slotted Waveguide Not To Scale

9 x 9 = 81 -MDAs Transmitting Antenna

Yielding - 25 kW/m 2 PFD - 6 kg/m 2, 0.5 mm (.02") 4m x 4m Edge Subarray
for 1.2 GWe System Aluminum (~ 1100slots/m 2) 3 x 3 = 9-MDAs

- 3.2 cm thick (Cross Feeds Yielding ~ 2.8 kW/m 2 PFD
+ Radiating Waveguides) and thus -9.5 dB Aperture Taper

Figure 2. Magnetron directional amplifier transmitter [22].

The third type of transmitter studied in the SERT program uses solid-state devices [24] (Figure

3). Unlike the slotted waveguide array where a tube would feed many radiating slots, the solid-

state transmitter places a 5.8 GHz power amplifier and phase shifter behind every radiating

element. Because a phase shifter is located at every element, the advantage of this approach over

the tube transmitters is the elimination of grating lobes when electronically steering the beam.

However, microwave filters are needed on each element to suppress both close-in carrier noise

and harmonics generated by the power amplifier. Similar to the klystron approach, the 10-dB

Gaussian taper is approximated by 10 distinct power levels where each of the center elements

radiate 59 W and the edge elements radiate 5.9 W. The operating voltage and junction

temperatures for the power amplifiers are assumed to be 80Vdc and 300°C, respectively.
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Module of 8 x 8 Elements
41.6 cm x 36 cm

g element and RF
circular waveguide filter

Printed wiring board

Subarray of 9 x 9 Modules
3.74 m x 3.24 m

I Antenna Elements = 8.6 kg/m 2

Printed Wiring Board = 6.6 kg/m 2
Support Structure = 2 kg/m 2

DCIDCCoverters & Cables = 16.7 kg/m 2
TOTAL= 33.9 kg/m 2

Figure 3. Solid-state transmitter [24].

The device most suited for the power amplification is a GaN-based alloy. This wide bandgap

device allows high voltage operation that lessens the impact of many low voltage dc-dc

converters that plagued earlier WPT studies based on GaAs devices. Its high breakdown voltage

allows high power densities and high junction temperatures which are both desirable for a WPT

transmitter. Additionally, predictions on the efficiency indicate an ideal fit for this application.

Figure 4 shows predicted power added efficiency (PAE) comparisons of GaN to InGaAs and SiC

with harmonic tuning [25].
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Figure 4. Predicted solid-state device PAE performances [25].

Recently, Class E solid-state power amplifier designs have demonstrated excellent results in the

microwave frequency range (Table 2). Class E amplifiers are theoretically possible of achieving

100% efficiency. However, this class of operation is highly nonlinear, and unwanted harmonics

generated by their switching action requires RF filtering in the transmitter. To achieve the

efficiencies necessary for a SPS transmitter, the output of a GaN power amplifier would have to

be combined with either a harmonically tuned circuit (i.e. Class F) or operate as a switch (Class

E). A contract was awarded in the SERT program to study AIGaN HFETs on SiC substrates

operating in Class E [26]. Using existing A1GaN HFETs in a Class E circuit, simulations

revealed that they are capable of achieving PAEs on the order of 70% at 5.8 GHz. The efficiency

limitation is due to a fairly large knee voltage where power is dissipated in part of the cycle

(Figure 5). Reducing the source and drain contact resistances and reducing the channel access
resistances will reduce the knee voltage where considerable improvement is possible. Ideally

these devices would operate at junction temperatures as high as possible (ex. 300°C), but the

performance and reliability of AIGaN HFETs degrades with increasing temperature. In particular

to performance, increasing the temperature decreases electron mobility and velocity and increases

the knee voltage that ultimately reduces the efficiency.

Table 2. State-of-the-art microwave Class E power added efficiencies.

Frequency (GHz)
2.45 [27]

5 [28]
8.35 [29]

10 [3O]

Output RF Power (W)
1.27

Drain Efficiency/PAE
-/72%

0.61 81%/72%

1.41 64%/48%
0.10 74%/62%
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Figure 5. Class E and Class A comparison on an AIGaN HFET IV plot [26].

Although GaN properties appear ideal for a WPT solid-state phased array transmitter, ongoing

research may take several years to fully develop its potential as indicated in a recent wide

bandgap workshop [31]. In addition to reducing the contact and channel resistances, other GaN

limitations and defects include a lack of an inexpensive substrate, surface traps, space charge

effects, and interface effects. The goal of achieving a high-efficiency, high-power, and high

temperature GaN power amplifier should be reached in the upcoming years.

Finally, the design goals of the three transmitter types for a 5.8 GHz SPS are compared in Table

3. The key difference between the three approaches is the converter's RF output power that

drives the quantities and operating voltage. However, the specific masses are relatively the same.

The efficiency goals for each dc-RF converter type are ambitious but achievable with sound

research and funding.

Table 3. 5.8 GHz, 2 GW transmitter comparisons.

Transmitter Type Klystron [21] Magnetron [22] Solid-State [24]
26,000 5,000 59Maximum Converter Pout (W CW)

Converter Operating Voltage (Vdc)
Converter dc-RF Efficiency (%)

Converter Mass (kg)

Operating Temperatures

No. of Converters in 500 m

Diameter Antenna
Transmitter Soecific Mass (k.q/m 2)

28,000
83

14.15

300°C on tube body
500°C on collectors

209,863

40.4

6,000
85.5

350°C on radiator

-400,000

32

8O

9O

0.001

300°C at junction

84,001,536

33.9
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Beam Control. A key system and safety aspect of WPT is its ability to control the power beam.

Retrodirective beam control systems have been the preferred method of achieving accurate beam

pointing. As depicted in Figure 6, a coded pilot signal is emitted from the rectenna towards the

SPS's transmitter to provide a phase reference for forming and pointing the power beam. To

form the power beam and point it back towards the rectenna, the phase of the pilot signal

captured by receivers located at each subarray is compared to an onboard reference frequency

distributed equally throughout the array. If a phase difference exists between the two signals, the

received signal is phase conjugated and feed back to the phase control circuitry of each dc-RF

converter. In the absence of the pilot signal, the transmitter will automatically de-phase its power

beam and the peak power density decreases by the ratio of the number of transmitter elements.

This aspect of retrodirective beam control is an inherent safety feature of the system.

Today's wireless service industries are continually discovering methods to expand their networks

and capacity to accommodate greater volumes of voice and data traffic. To handle the increased

demand, smart antenna technology is being deployed globally to reduce signal interference.

Retrodirective beam control is one such technique the wireless industry could use to track a

mobile phone user [32].

Transmit

antenna_.

cos[cOot--e( )] /

Phase Conjugator Reference cos [2 _oot--Oo]

_;) cos [cOot+e(t)-eo]

"/// Phase su ,ace

U/ \....o.f pilot signal

/ _ Ionospheric Electron

"_\ _density irregularities

\. _ / .Pilot signal

\ / /Y"-,,. / transmitter

Power beam / //,//// \.
/i ,4,4/1/1.4 ,,¢1/1 _,,¢1,4 ,,,'1,z1,4 ,4 /1/1 Rectenna

Figure 6. Retrodirective beam control concept with an SPS.

State-of-the-Art Rectennas. Since the early 1960's rectennas have been researched and

developed at varying levels of intensity. Bill Brown was a pioneer in developing the first 2.45
GHz rectennas that included the basic circuit components still evident in today's rectenna designs

(Figure 7). Measured in 1977, Mr. Brown's aluminum "bar-type" rectenna still holds the highest

recorded efficiency of any rectenna in the microwave frequency range at 91.4% [ 14].
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Pass

Filter

Schottky
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Diode

m

A dcBypass IR
Filter -----

Figure 7. Schematic of rectenna circuit.

Figure 8 shows the highest measured conversion efficiencies for 2.45 GHz [14], 5.8 GHz [33]

and 35 GHz [12] rectennas as a function of input microwave power density. Also shown are the

performance curves for the 2.45 GHz rectenna scaled to 5.8 GHz and 35 GHz for comparison.
Due to the substantial amount of research performed at 2.45 GHz over the last 40 years, the

efficiency at this frequency is used as a standard for estimating the highest conversion

efficiencies attainable at the higher frequencies. This efficiency comparison is made possible by

keeping the gain of the 2.45 GHz rectenna (6.4 dBi) constant and scaling in frequency the
effective areas of rectennas at 5.8 GHz and 35 GHz. With an effective area of 52 cm 2 for the

2.45 GHz rectenna, the effective areas for the hypothetical 5.8 GHz and 35 GHz rectennas are

8.92 cm 2 and 0.245 cm 2, respectively.

100

9O

>,

IJJ

e-
.2

>

0
o

8O

70

60

50

4O

30

0.01

--2.45 GHz Measured [14
+5.8 GHz Measured 133
-- --5.8 GHz Scaled fror%i2.45 GHz

- - '35 GHz Measured[12
+35 GHz Scaled from 2.45 GHz

I

1 i" I/

I

i

0.1 1 10
Incident Power Density (mW/cm 2)

1000

Figure 8. State-of-the-art rectenna efficiencies.
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Sincethemiddle to late 1980's,interestin rectennadevelopmenthasshiftedto higher
frequencies,dualandcircularpolarization,andprintedcircuit formats. Emphasishasbeen
placedon thin, lightweight,andlow costapproachesto makepowerbeamingto high-altitude
communicationplatformsmorefeasible.Table4 listssomeof theseprintedrectennasandtheir
performances.

Rectenna Type

Printed dipole

[34]
Circular patch

[35]

Printed dipole
[36]

Printed Dual

Rhombic [37]

Circular patch
[38]

Printed Dipoles

[39]

Square patch
f101

Table 4.

Operating
Frequency

(GHz)

Printed rectenna performances.

Measured
Peak

Conversion

Efficiency

2.45 85%

2.45 81%

2.45 70%

5.61

5.8

2.45
5.8

8.51

78%

76%

84.4

82.7

66%

Peak Output

Power per
Element

(w dc)

Polarization

Mass to dc

Output
Power Ratio

(W/kg)

Specific
Mass

(kg/m 2)

5 Linear 4000 0.25

5 Dual 263 2.5

1 Dual

0.084 Circular

Linear

Linear
Linear

Dual

0.094

0.052

0.065

In the SERT program, a high gain and circular polarized printed rectenna array was developed

with over 78% efficiency at Texas A&M University (Figure 9) [37]. Similar to dual polarization,

circular polarization adds the flexibility to WPT systems that are mobile such as beaming power

to a high altitude communications platform. Because the antenna is a dual rhombic, the element

gain was measured to be 1 ! dBi. High gain allows the rectenna elements to arrayed with wider

separations in the effort to lower the number of diodes in a large rectenna array. The rectenna

used in the SERT 5.8 GHz system was sized to be 7.5 km in diameter requiring millions of

diodes. Also developed at Texas A&M during the same time, a dual frequency rectenna with

efficiencies greater than 80% at both 2.45 and 5.8 GHz (Figure 10).
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Figure 9. 5.61 GHz circular polarized printed rectenna with over 78% efficiency [37].  

F i g ~ ~ r e  10. Dual frequency rectenna opesating at 2.45 and 5.8 GHz [391. 



In well match rectenna arrays, the diode is the most critical component to achieve high 
efficiencies because it is the main source of loss. Schottky barrier diodes utilizing Si and GaAs 
have been employed with rectification efficiencies greater than 80%. Although the electron 
mobility of GaAs is over 6 times greater over Si for high efficiency, Si has a higher thermal 
conductivity for better reliability. Proper diode selection for a WPT application is dependent on 
input power levels, and the diode parameters should be chosen carefully for an efficient rectifier 
at a specified operating frequency. The breakdown voltage (Vbr) limits the diode's power 
handling capability and i t  is directly related to the series resistance and junction capacitance 
through the intrinsic properties of the diode's material and structure. For instance, increasing the 
breakdown voltage increases either the series resistance or junction capacitance. Decreasing the 
series resistance will decrease the power dissipated in the diode, however the breakdown voltage 
will decrease or the junction capacitance will increase. Increasing the junction capacitance will 
lower its cutoff frequency. These parameters must be traded in selecting the proper diode for 
high power applications. 

Fortunately, a database of experiments now exists to guide in the diode selection. Table 5 
provides a short list of diode parameters (Figure 1 I )  and their measured conversion efficiency. 
The diode theoretical conversion efficiency is also shown using the closed-form equations in 
[33]. Operation of rectennas higher than 35 GHz is technically possible. Schottky barrier diodes 
have been produced with cutoff frequencies up to several THz where the cutoff frequency needs 
to be approximately 10 times the operating frequency for efficient rectification [40]. Diode 
cutoff frequency is given by (411 

where R ,  is the diode's series resistance and C,,, is the zero-bias junction capacitance. 

Table 5. Diode parameters and their measured and calculated rectenna efficiencies. 

Efficiency measured in a rectenna element. 
** Reflected power not subtracted. 

P 
L, = Package inductance 
C, = Package capacitance 
R; = Series resistance 

C~ R, = Junction resistance 

i 
Ci = Junction capacitance 
Vbi = Built-in voltage 

Figure 1 I .  Schottky barrier diode circuit model. 



One of the main concerns about rectennas is their radiation of harmonics generated by the diode. 
Because it is a highly non-linear circuit, the harmonic power levels are significant and must be 
suppressed. Harmonic radiation patterns from bar-type rectennas have been measured as a single 
element and in an array at 2.45 GHz [43]. Although the 2nd harmonic peak power level from a 
single element was 25 dB down from the fundamental, an array of 42 elements revealed a peak of 
-1 1 dBc in the resistively loaded pattern measurements. One method of suppressing harmonics 
is by placing a frequency selective surface in front of the rectenna that passes the operating 
frequency and attenuates the 2"d and 3rd harmonics [44], [45]. Experiments have shown 10- 15 
dB suppression of the 2nd harmonic using this technique. A more powerful technique to 
suppressing harmonics is locating the rectifying diode and filtering circuits behind the antenna 
ground plane. A reduction of the 2nd, 3rd, and 4'h harmonics by greater than -47 dB from the 
fundamental has been achieved using this rectenna implementation [38], [46]. In addition to the 
filter rejection, a circular patch antenna also serves as a harmonic filter due to its non-integer 
resonance. 

End-to-End Power Transfer Efficiencv: 

Finally, the entire SPS system is linked together to provide an approximation to the dc to dc 
WPT efficiency (Table 6). Due to the enormous size of the transmit and receive apertures of 500 
m diameter and 7.5 km diameter, the power transfer efficiency over 36,000 km is approximately 
45%. Although the collection efficiency from the two apertures is sized to be 92%, the 
cumulative system losses have a large effect on the overall link efficiency. 



Table 6. 5.8 GHz SPS dc to dc efficiency calculation. 

THE NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL  

The U.S. NRC, Aeronautics and Space Engineering Board (ASEB) conducted an independent 
assessment o f  the SSP strategic research and technology road maps during 2000-2001 [47]. The 
general findings of this review were quite positive, although a number o f  important areas for 

improvement were also identified. The key findings included the following. 

Notes 

NASA's  current SSP technology program is directed at technical areas that have important 
commercial, c iv i l  and military applications for the U.S. Also, that N A S A  has defined a potential 
valuable program, but one that w i l l  require significantly higher funding and programmatic 
stability to attain the aggressive performance, mass and cost goals that are required. The NRC 
also recommended that NASA's  SSP efforts should be substantially leverage work ongoing in  
other Agencies in  the U.S., as well as internationally. 

Power 
GW 

2.672 dc 

Sources of Inefficiency 

Input Power (GW dc) 

Efficiency 

RF Circuit Efficiency 
dc-RF Converter Efficiency I 0.860 1 2.298 I Assumes average converter efficiency 
RF Filter Insertion Loss (IL) 1 0.891 1 2.048 I Estimated total IL = 0.5 dB 

Transmitting Antenna Efficiency 
Estimated 2% failures 
100 failureslyear 
*1 dB amplitude deviation 
k15" phase deviation 
5 bit phase shifter 
10 steps 
Conductive losses in aperture 
Assumes broadside radiation 
Assumes Array VSWR = 1.0 

1.966 
1.966 
1.957 
1.914 
1.908 
1.886 
1.849 
1.849 
1.849 

Subarray Random Electronic Failures 
Meteorite Hit Element Failures 
Amplitude Error 
Phase Error 
Phase Quantization 
Taper Quantization 
Antenna Aperture Efficiency 
Transmitter Scan Loss 
Mismatch Loss 

0.960 
1 .OOO 
0.996 
0.978 
0.997 
0.989 
0.980 
1 .OOO 
1 .OOO 

Beam Coupling Efficiency 
Rain rate = 4 mmlhr @ 5.8 GHz 
Gaussian beam taper = 10.14 dB 
Assumes near perfect alignment 

1.809 
1.666 
1.666 

Propagation Loss 
Collection Efficiency 
Polarization Loss 

0.979 
0.921 
1 .OOO 
Rectenna Efficiency 

Estimated 1 'lo failures 
Estimated IL = 0.5 dB 
Rectenna tilted to avoid loss 
Assumes Array VSW R = 1.0 
Projected optimized average efficiency 
Assumed dc-dc converter efficiency 

1.649 
1.469 
1.469 
1.469 
1.263 dc 
1.200 dc 

Rectenna Random Failures 
RF Filter Insertion Loss (IL) - 

Rectenna Scan Loss 
Mismatch Loss 
Rectenna Efficiency 
dc to Utility Grid Efficiency 
System DC-DC Efficiency 

0.990 
0.891 
1 .OOO 
1 .OOO 
0.860 
0.950 
45% 



CONCLUSIONS 

Future large-scale SSP will be a very complex integrated system of systems requiring numerous 
significant advances in current technology and capabilities. Ongoing technology developments 
have narrowed many of the gaps, but major technical, regulatory and conceptual hurdles remain. 
Continuing systems concept studies and analyses will be critical to success, as will following a 
clear strategic R&T road map. This road map must assure both an incremental and evolutionary 
approach to developing needed technologies and systems is followed, with significant and 
broadly applicable advances with each increment. In particular, the technologies and systems 
needed for SPS must support highly leveraged applicability to needs in space science, robotic and 
human exploration, and the development of space 

Considerable progress has been made in the critical area of microwave power transmission. At 
5.8 GHz, dc-RF converters with efficiencies over 80% are achievable today. Rectennas 
developed at 5.8 GHz have been measured also with efficiencies greater than 80%. With 
optimized components in both the transmitter and rectenna, a SPS system has the potential of an 
dc-to-dc efficiency of 45%. Although not considered to be a significant technology barrier, the 
beam control system based on retrodirectivity needs to be demonstrated in a large scale WPT 
system. 

The decades-long time frame for SPS technology development is consistent with the time frame 
during which new space transportation systems, commercial space markets, etc. could advance. 
The question of ultimate large-scale solar power satellite economic viability remains open. 
However ongoing studies suggest that economic targets may be achievable in the far term, but 
only if key investments in technology development and infrastructure can be justified on the 
basis of non-SPS space applications. 



GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS 

A amp 

AlGaN Aluminum Gallium Nitride 

ASEB Aeronautics and Space Engineering Board 

CW Continuous Wave 

dB Decibels 

dBi Decibels referenced to an isotropic radiator 

DOE U.S. Department of Energy 

EPRI Electric Power Research Institute 

FY Fiscal Year 

GaAs Gallium Arsenide 

GaN Gallium Nitride 

GEO Geostationary Earth Orbit 

GHz Gigahertz 

GW Gigawatts 

GWe Gigawatt electric 

HFET Heterojunction Field Effect Transistor 

InGaAs Indium Gallium Arsenide 

ISM Industrial, Scientific, and Medical 

kg kilograms 

kHz kilohertz 

km kilometer 

kV kilovolts 

kW kilowatts 

m meters 

MDA Magnetron Directional Amplifier 

MHz Megahertz 

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

NRC U.S. National Research Council 

NSF National Science Foundation 

PAE Power Added Efficiency 

PMAD Power Management and Distribution 

R&T Research and Technology 

RF Radio Frequency 



SERT 

S ic  

SPS 

SSP 

SCTM 

Vdc 

W 

WPT 

SSP Exploratory Research and Technology Program 

Silicon Carbide 

Solar Power Satellite 

Space Solar Power 

SSP Concept and Technology Maturation 

Direct Current Voltage 

Watts 

Wireless Power Transmission 
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